We present a new type of nonlinear mirror based on the generation of a cross-polarized wave through a nonresonant electronic third-order process. It is characterized by a reflection coefficient that depends on the input intensity. Its behavior results from the interference between the nonlinearly generated cross-polarized wave and a /2 phase-retarded wave. This setup has a lot of advantages: it does not require any phase matching, it is achromatic and suitable for femtosecond pulses, linear losses are easily adjustable, and the overall behavior is predictable. The device has been experimentally tested using BaF 2 and YVO 4 crystals. OCIS codes: 190.0190, 230.4320, 140.4050. Nonlinear mirrors (NLMs) are known to be used for mode-locking (ML) operation in solid-state lasers and also for other applications, e.g., for pulse reshaping and compression and contrast improvement. In general, NLMs can be divided into two groups. The first group is based on ͑3͒ effects: self-induced ellipse rotation in isotropic media, 1,2 the Kerr lens effect, 3 or interference effects in an external cavity with ͑3͒ media. 4 The second group uses second-harmonic generation in quadratic crystals and involves ͑2͒ :
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cascaded processes. [5] [6] [7] [8] The requirement of phase matching reduces, in this last case, the ability of such a mirror for ML in the femtosecond regime because of the unavoidable group velocity dispersion. Therefore in the femtosecond regime, ML based on nonresonant ͑3͒ effects (self-focusing or external cavity ML 3, 4, [9] [10] [11] ) has been proved to be an efficient method. We recall that semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors are also frequently used for ML lasers in the nearinfrared region. 12 Here, we introduce a new type of NLM based on the generation of a linearly polarized wave cross polarized to the input one. The cross-polarized wave (XPW) generation effect is a four-wave mixing process that depends on the anisotropy of the ͑3͒ tensor. 13, 14 In contrast to self-induced ellipse rotation, the process of XPW generation cannot be realized in ͑3͒ -isotropic media. As shown recently, the efficiency of XPW generation in a single crystal can reach more than 10%, 15, 16 which allows for a reasonable reflection dynamics usable in a NLM. The device we describe in this Letter has an intensity-dependent reflection coefficient (RC) and is moreover insensitive to group velocity dispersion. We believe that it can find applications for ML of solid-state lasers as well as for optical manipulation of fs pulses.
The scheme of the XPW-based NLM is shown in Fig. 1 . The laser pulses are issued from a colliding pulse ML dye laser (used maximum energy, 10 J; duration, 100 fs; frequency, 10 Hz; wavelength, 620 nm). The setup consists of a nonlinear crystal (NLC) located at a focal plane defined on one side by a lens ͑f =30 cm͒ and on the other side by a concave mirror ͑R =40 cm͒. The quarter-wave plate (QWP) and the NLC were uncoated. The NLM works as follows. At very low intensity, the crystal does not generate any XPW, and the reduced reflectivity of the system results from the rotation of the QWP by an angle ␣ (␣ is the angle between the QWP axis and the input polarization direction). After a double pass through the QWP, the polarization of the reflected wave is rotated by an angle of 2␣, and the leakage and reflected beams after the polarizer have squared amplitudes:
At a higher intensity, the NLC generates a XPW. The elliptical light after the QWP can be equivalently considered as two waves lying in perpendicular polarization planes: (i) the fundamental wave (FW), and (ii) the seeding wave that is /2 phase shifted with respect to the FW. The amplitudes of these two waves at the input of the NLC are A o = D o cos ␣ (big axis) and B o = D o sin ␣ (small axis). The XPW generated in the NLC with amplitude B is also phase shifted by / 2 with respect to the FW.
14 Its amplitude is governed by the nonlinear coefficient ␥ Ќ , whose sign depends on the ␤ angle value through ␥ Ќ =−␥ o ͑ /4͒sin͑4␤͒; is the ͑3͒ tensor/anisotropy, and ␥ o = ͑6 /8n͒ xxxx ͑3͒ . The seeding wave B o and the generated XPW B are in phase, and they interfere constructively or destructively, depending on ␤ and ␣ relative values. The system can work as a NLM suitable for ML when losses introduced by the QWP are decreasing, while the intensity increases. For this purpose, the seeding wave and the XPW fields have to be of opposite sign. The reflected beam amplitude can in this case be written as D = ͓B͑2L͒ − B o ͔sin ␣ + A o cos ␣, and equivalently, the leakage beam amplitude is written as
where L is the length of the NLC. For an input intensity that leads to ͓B͑2L͒ − B o ͔ = B o , the RC will be 100%, and no leakage beam will appear. The above considerations do not include the depletion of the FW; they nevertheless perfectly explain the mechanism of nonlinear behavior of the RC. As shown below, the FW depletion does not change the behavior of the NLM-XPW, and intensity values for which the RC is 100%, i.e., the leakage is zero, also exist in this regime.
The numerical solution of the system of coupled differential equations described in Ref. 17 , which takes into account the depletion of the FW and the effects of self-and cross-phase modulation, leads to the behavior illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . We demonstrated that at each value of angle ␣, which defines the static losses, an
2 L value can be obtained for which overall losses turn out to be zero, and the NLM reflection recovers its maximum 100% value. We name gate intensity the intensity that corresponds to this maximum in RC. In case the input radiation has some temporal and spatial distribution, the curves shown in Fig. 1(b) relate to the peak intensity of the reflected pulses (since plane-wave approximation is used). The integration of the planewave solution in space and time will lead to an energy reflection that is always Ͻ1 and energy leakage higher than zero as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The RC of the peak intensity shown in Fig. 1(b) is, however, the parameter of prime importance for ML purposes.
For NLM experimental characterization, we measured the energy of the leakage beam versus the input energy and angle ␤ for different values of the angle ␣. To obtain a representation of these dependencies independently from the reflection losses, including those from the optical elements used in the experiment, the leakage coefficient has been normalized with respect to its value at a very small input energy. This value has been measured by locating the NLC far from the focal spot, i.e., very close to the folding mirror.
The experimental results, obtained using a 0.9 mm long BaF 2 crystal, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . The only parameter used to fit the theoretical curves to the experimental ones is a scaling factor that links measured pulse energy to the S value. It is seen that for each ␣, an optimum energy exists for which the losses are minimal, and consequently, the energy RC of NLM is maximum. We define this value of the energy as the gate energy W gate . For example, for ␣ = −6°, the gate energy is W gate Ϸ 3.6 J. The W gate can be lowered in different ways: by choosing a smaller ␣ value, a longer crystal length, stronger focusing, or a crystal having higher nonlinear parameters. ␥ Ќ dependence on angle ␤ can furthermore be used to obtain a better insight into the NLM properties. The leakage energy normalized to the linear (lowintensity) losses is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the angle ␤. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to extremely small energies where the leakage is equal to the linear losses. For W = W 1 Ͻ W gate , the generated XPW signal B͑2L͒ has a smaller amplitude than the seeding signal B o , and as a result of the interference, the leakage energy is oscillating around the value of linear losses following the change of the value and sign of ␥ Ќ as a function of ␤. For W = W 2 = W gate , the leakage energy is minimized, and consequently, the RC is periodically maximized at angles /8+m / 2. For W = W 3 Ͼ W gate , the XPW signal B͑2L͒ Ͼ B o and the process of XPW generation is attempting to recover its / 4 periodicity whatever the introduced linear losses are. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the leakage has a minimum, and RC has a maximum for a ␤ range of ϳ10°. Therefore the ␤ angle does not primarily determine the amplitude of the RC change, but it influences the slope of this intensity-dependent RC change. Theoretical curves have been plotted without any additional adjustable parameter other than the scaling factor used for Fig.  2 . They very nicely describe the experimental results.
We have performed identical experiments using a 0.9 mm long YVO 4 crystal. For ␣ = 6°, we measured a 5.15 times smaller gate energy: W gate ͑YVO͒ 4 = 0.7 J. The square of this number (26.4) corresponds to a previously measured ratio of 26± 10%. 15 From this comparative measurement of W gate in YVO 4 and BaF 2 , we conclude that NLM-XPW is also suitable for relative measurements of the xxxx ͑3͒ product in crystals. This would be a useful technique for testing the potential of crystals for use in contrast enhancement setups based on XPW generation.
The scheme in Fig. 1 has an equivalent analog in the transmission mode where the mirror is changed to a second pair of QWPs and polarizer elements. A transmission mode operation will have the advantage that the output polarizer can be switched between two positions, allowing either intensityinduced transparency or intensity-induced darkening to be obtained.
In conclusion, we have described a new ͑3͒ nonlinear device that is based on interference effects using cross-polarized wave generation in crystals as a nonlinear process. One of its potential applications is ML in solid-state lasers. For some ML regimes, decreasing losses of only 1% to 2% can lead to ML. Here, we demonstrate experimentally (see the inset in Fig. 3 ) that for an 11°rotation angle of QWP, one can regain 90% of the losses inserted by the wave plate. Naturally, at the high intensity required for this device to work, the effects of self-focusing and self-phase modulation will also take place. In ML applications, the Kerr lens effect can be used together with the XPW effect, or one has to design a resonator that is insensitive to the self-focusing.
Other potential applications include power limiting and cleaning of femtosecond pulses. The main advantages of the NLM based on XPW generation include the freedom to choose any wavelength (inside the transparency region), no phase matching constraint, no group velocity mismatch, and an easy control of linear losses and energy suitable for maximum reflection.
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